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How to be a 10x
analyst

Make everyone else 
10x less effective.



Relative 
effectiveness

Your effectiveness

Average effectiveness



Relative 
effectiveness



1. Encourage others to work on interesting 
projects with ambiguous value.

1. Make it so your work can’t be reused by 
anyone else.





Kidding.

What it’s not:
The toxic 10xer



Kidding.

What it’s not:
The toxic 10xer



Our strongest levers are not 
technical.

1. We are our own PMs.
2. Analytics is interfacial.

Why the toxic 10xer has no place in 
analytics



Analytics is not a 
purely technical 

domain.

Why the toxic 10xer has no place in 
analytics



So how do we be 
10x analysts?



About Me

Excuse me sir do you 
have a moment to 
talk about our lord 
and savior 

Grad school

Life raft

“I want to be 
closer to the 
business”



How to be a 10x
analyst



What are we 10x-ing, even?
Let’s do some analytics analysis

Our objective:
business value.



Business Value

impact x reach
Effect on top-

line metrics
How many 
decisions / 
people are 
affected



How to be a 10x
analyst

1. Pursue impact.
2. Pursue reach.



1. Encourage others to work on interesting 
projects with ambiguous value (impact).

1. Make it so your work can’t be reused
(reach) by anyone else.



How to be a 10x analyst
Part 1: How to maximize impact



Pursue and prioritize by impact



Pursue and prioritize by impact

20% 
effort

80% 
outcomes



The problem: this is easier said than done.

Story time.



Projects we were excited about Our most impactful projects

Massive self-service dashboard with 10 
dropdowns
0

Find Android bug in India
~10M/year

Australia deep-dive
0

Measure value of and scrap live chat
~3M/year

Homepage host banner ranking
0

Choose markets to generate targeted 
supply during COVID
~??M

Yes, prioritizing by impact is hard…



Yes, prioritizing by impact is hard…



How to prioritize by impact

JUST DO IT



Tip 1: Get business acumen

Invest in business acumen to identify 
the highest leverage projects.



Tip 2: seek analysis / business fit

Iterate with stakeholders so your work is 
used.



How to be a 10x analyst
Part 2: How to maximize reach



Analyses are more useful when discoverable.

Dashboards are more useful when maintained.



How to maximize reach:
make sure your work is useful to others



How to maximize reach:
make sure your work is useful to others

For analyses, share and centralize the 
learnings.

For dashboards, maintain the service. 



How to be a 10x analyst

1. Prioritize by impact
Invest in business acumen so you can identify high-
leverage projects.

2. Make sure your impactful work is used
Learn how to deliver your work so it has maximal 
impact.

3. Make sure your work is useful to others
Centralize and share your analyses so their impact can 
reach beyond you. Maintain your dashboards (... and 
don’t make too many), so they’re actually useful.



The battle we’re fighting.

Chaos

Bad prioritization

Poor alignment

Lack of stakeholder 
trust -> over-

reactivity, SQL 
monkey work



How to be a 10x
lead / manager

1. Mentor others to 
think in this way.

2. Make this easier
for everyone.



About Hyperquery 👋

We make it easier to do 10x work.

Hyperquery notebooks are the 
easiest way to create, share, and 
centralize your work.



Thank you! Questions?


